
You don’t need all the answers — you just need 
a willingness to feel. Notice your senses and 
sensations. Allow your feelings to move through 
your body. Gentle deep breathing, full body 
sobs, gut wrenching screams, even ecstatic 
dance are all methods to release emotions.

What you believe about yourself and the world 
around you creates your reality. We are all 
walking around with crazy voices in our head 
that tell us crazy, untrue stories about our selves! 
Change your thoughts to align with what you 
want in your life and you will be reconnected 
with your own inner knowing and intuition.

When we are out of alignment with our own 
truth, we are often making choices from a place 
of fear rather than love. When trying to reclaim 
your instinct, ask yourself — am I doing this out 
of fear or out of love?

If you pay attention, the universe is constantly 
reorienting to support you on your path. Did a 
song come on the radio at the perfect time? Did 
a billboard speak to you? Did a stranger tell you 
exactly what you needed to hear? These aren’t 
coincidences. When you are seeking truth and 
asking big questions, the universe has your back.

You’re already much braver than you think. The 
act of reclaiming your instinct is inherently scary. 
It’s scary because it’s significant. Heck, it may 
even be monumental! Most parents, teachers, 
religions, friend, societal norms, expectations, 
belief systems, and cultures will tell you not to 
listen to your gut. But your playing small doesn’t 
serve the world. Step bravely into yourself, the 
rest will follow. 

When you experience an uncomfortable 
sensation or feeling in your body, shut the f*%! 
up and LISTEN! Pay Attention! What is out of 
alignment? What or who is in your life that no 
longer serves you?


